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SOL'RCf: MIXllASJSiH OP TfTJ,; \0 VEMBEH 29, 1978, OAXACA, 
,Wf:XJCO FARTHQUAKH - A l,AR<:R Sllv!PU; EVENT 

RESUMEN* 

<:ORIJO'.\ S. STEWART** 
and ERIC P. CIIAEL** 

El reciente temblor de Oaxaca, Mexico (Ms = 7 .8) es de especial interes pues se localiza dentro 
de un tramo de quietud ("gap") sismica determinado previamente. El evento genero ondas 
Ravleigh y Love multiples de periodo largo ( J00-200 seg.), que fueron bien registradas por la 
red WW SS:'\ . Estos datos, junto con datos del primer movimiento de las ondas P, fueron usados 
para restringir el mecanismo focal. Los resultados indican un mecanismo focal de tipo de falla 
inversa y oblicua consistente con la subduccion de la placa de Cocos segun una direccion nores
te bajo Mexico (buzamiento :::e J 4°, rumbo :::e N90'\v, deslizamiento ~ +54°); por Jo tanto, este 
e,ento es cicrtamente del tipo antidpado por Ohlake., Matumoto y Latham ( 1977). 

A pesar de su gran tama110, con momento sismico M0 ~ 3.2 x 102 7 d inas-cm, las ondas in
tern as indican una fuente extremadamente simple dentro <lei rango de periodos de los sismogra
fos df' periodo largo de la red WWSS:--1. Esto fue verificado calculando sismogramas sinteticos 
para la forma de las ondas internas; se utilizo una fuente elemental y el mecanismo mencionado. 
Este tipo de simplicidad de las ondas internas para temblores fuertes de tipo subduccion ha sido 
observado en otras areas, especialmente en las Islas Salomon (Lay y Kanamori, 1978) y por lo 
tan to constituye una caracteristica importante del modo de liberacion de la energia elastica a lo 
largo de algunas zonas de subduccion. 

* Traducido y adaptado de/ resumen en ingles publicado en Earthquake Notes, 49, 4, p. 47. 
1978. (N. de/ E. ). 
** Seismological Laboratory, California, Institute of Technology, Pasadena, USA. 
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The Oaxaca, Mexico earthquake of 29 November 1978 (l\18 = 7.8) is of 
special interest because it occurred within an identified seismic gap 
(Ohtake et al. , 1977). We have studied the body and surface waves 
generated by this event in order to constrain the source mechanism 
and determine rupture characteristics. We conclude that the event 
represents oblique thrust faulting on a plane which dips 14° to the north 
(</> = 270°, 6 = 14°, 11. = + 54°); the earthquake is best modeled as a single 
simple event, suggesting smooth propagation of the rupture. These 
results, when combined with those of ongoing studies of other events 
along the Middle America Trench, should lead to a better understanding 
of the regional tectonics and associated earthquake phenomena. 

To determine the mechanism of the Oaxaca earthquake, we began by 
plotting P-wave first motions read from all available stations. These data 
were sufficient only to constrain the steeply dipping, presumably au
xiliary plane. Of special significance here was the nodal character of the 
arrival at station NNA. To fix the shallow fault plane we examined the 
radiation patterns of both Rayleigh and Love surf ace waves. The R3 
and G3 arrivals recorded by the long-period instruments at several WW
SSN stations were digitized and filtered to remove energy outside of the 
60-300 second period band. The arrivals were then normalized to a 
propagation distance of 360° + 90°, using the method described by 
Kanamori (1970). ln Figure 1, theamplitudesoftheresultingwaveforms 
are plotted as a function of azimuth from the epicenter; the data are 
satisfied best by the synthetic radiation pattern (solid line) for a fault 
dipping 14° to the north, with a component of left-lateral slip on 
predominantly thrust motion(¢ =270°, o = 14°, 11. = + 54°). Amplitudes 
of both the R3- and G~ curves yield a seismic moment M0 = 3.2 x 1027 

dyne-cm. 
This mechanism was used _to compute synthetic body waves at four 

stations within 6 = 100° for which the P-wave arrivals were well-recorded. 
Waveforms from these long-period seismographs suggested a very simple 
source, thus synthetics were generated using only a single trapezoidal 
time function. The synthetic waveforms represent the superposition of 
the direct P and reflected pP and sP phases, based on a half-space model 
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with V p = 6. l km/ sec. We varied the source depth and the rise time and 
duration of the time function to obtain optimal fits between the synthetic 
and observed body waves. We found that a depth of 18 km, together 
with a broad time function (rise time= 4 sec, duration= 9 sec), produced 
waveforms in excellent agreement with the records of all four stations 
(Figure 2). The observed P-wave amplitudes indicate a body-wave 
moment of 1.5 - 2.0 x 1027 dyne-cm. Body wave simplicity of this 
nature has been observed for other subduction zone earthquakes of 
comparable seismic moment, notably in the Solomon Islands (Lay and 
Kanamori, 1979), and so represents an important characteristic of the 
strain release along some subducting plate margins. 

Based on the results of aftershock studies by Singh et al. (1980), a 
rectangular fault geometry with dimensions 82 km by 65 km was 
employed to determine the average displacement on the fault and 
the stress drop. When projected onto the dipping fault plane, these 
dimensions produce a rupture area of 5500 km2

• Then, we obtain for 
displacement D and stress drop !la: 

where: 

_ Mo 
D = -µ5- = 1.2 meters 

8 fi !J.a = -·-- µ - = 8 bars 31T w 

M0 = seismic moment 
S = rupture area 

w = fault width 

using for the rigidityµ= 5.0 x 10
11 

dynes/cm2
• Assuming the rupture to 

have propagated bilaterally at a velocity of about 2.5 km/sec for a 
duration of 9 sec, one obtains a rupture length of 45 km. This is signif-
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icantly smaller than the dimensions indicated by the aftershock distri
bution, which suggests that the observed P-waves were generated only 
by a limited portion of the rupture surface; strain on th <> remaining area 
may have been relieved more slowly. This is perhaps the reason for th e 
discrepancy between the surface and body wave moments. 

Jn summary, then , the Oaxaca earthquake was caused by oblique 
thrust faulting on a fault plane dipping 14° to the north , consistent with 
subduction of the Cocos Plate beneath ~lexico along the ;\lid die Ameri ca 
Trench. Rody wave modeling indicates a simple single event, with th e 
rupture propagating smoothly away from the epicenter. Preliminary 
analysis of seismograms for the 1965 \ls= 7 .7 and the 1968 \1 :,; = 7 ,,; 
earthquakes, which occurred on either sid e of the Oaxaca event, sug
gests that the simple rupture properties observed here are characteristi c 
of large events in this region. 

A<:K NOW J,EJH;)IE:\TS 
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Source Model 8 = 14°, cf>t = 270°, \ = +54° 

Mo = 3.2 x 1027 dyne-cm 
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Figurt' ] . Radial ion pa11,·rns for l{a)· h'il(h and l.m<' wa,.-s. !>ala poinl"how oh,n\'1·d amplirwfr., 
of normalized R3 and (; 3 arrivals, as a function of station a><imuth. Solid lines are the synthetic 
radiation patlrrns gt>n1·ra(1•d for tlw giw11 souri·,· 111odd . 
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Figur,· 2. Obst'rved and ,vntht'I i,· l' -w a»·s . Tiu· foe-al 111,·chani,111 in th .. <·t"nt,·r of the tigurt' is 
that dett'nni1wd from 1'-wan· first motions and ,urfa,·,· wavt' radiation pattt'rns;only the nodal 
station '\'\i ,\ and thos,· stations u, .. d for bod) wa,·,· naod .. ling an· lo,·ati,<l hl"r<'. Observed P-waves 
art' shown as solid lint's, svnth,·t ies a, broki,n lines. The synth .. t ie wa, .. form~ were generated 
using the soun·e gt"om,·try and timl'. l"urwtiun shown. !{,·cords at ESK, llAR, and WEL arr from 
standard ]5-100 s,,., instruml'.nts : th .. BKS rl'cord is from an ultra-lon11: period I00-:100 sec 
instrumt•nl . 
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